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Background research designated:
- radical restructuring of the system of political and state structure;
- modernized modifications in the economy, ideology, culture;
- economic and political reforms in the country and began concerning the systemic crisis of Russian society, which led to a general increase in volatility;
- incompleteness Russian relations on the axis «center-periphery».

The purpose of the final qualification is to study the socio-cultural role of Islam in multicultural and geopolitical conditions of the North Caucasus.

Tasks:
- reveal the specifics of social and cultural space of the North Caucasus;
- to determine differences in the influence of specific mechanisms of internalization of the North Caucasus region of the Russian centers and Islamic cultural worlds of developing regional socio-cultural space;
- identify endogenous factors that contribute to the manifestation of a disintegrating potential of Islam in South Russia;
- analyze geopolitical aspect disintegrating role of Islam in South Russia.

The theoretical significance of the research is to further the development and concretization of some key categories of the philosophy of culture and scientific consideration of important problems of modern sociocultural process. The results can be applied when writing college textbooks for the study of the space of the North Caucasus, also in teaching special courses.

The practical significance. Materials research and its findings can be used by public authorities concerned with cultural policy and education to build a culture of interethnic and interreligious dialogue and intercultural communication based on the trends of modern society. Materials thesis of some interest to the media as a social institution, directly affecting the entire spectrum of cultural process.

In this paper we studied the problem of studying the socio-cultural grounds conflict potential in the North Caucasus.

It should be understood that the socio-political stability in the North Caucasus depends on the effective federal policy. Accordingly, the task of the authorities at all levels should be thought-out policy in the North Caucasus, to develop scientifically-based concept the level of economic development of the North Caucasian republics with a wide economic integration and economic cooperation, including to successfully overcome one of the most acute problems of the Caucasus - unemployment. Also necessary to establish effective measures to counter ideological and religious extremism, with the active involvement of this as professional educators, and prominent artists, the public and the scientific community.